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We have a winner
Scott, Osmond and Strome next at SA reins
By Kyla Duncan

F

ree coffee and lots of bubble gum were key in getting 460 students out to
vote
the
new
Students'
Association representatives
into office for the upcoming
year at Red River College.
Ian Scott, Robyn Osmond and
Sarah Strome will be moving
into the SA offices July 1 to fill
their new positions. Scott, the
SA president-elect, says he is
relieved to know what he will
be doing next year.
"I feel amazing. And just a
huge amount of relief to know
what my future is," says Scott.
Osmond, the soon-to-be SA
vice president of Student
Affairs, says to win her chair,
she dolled out a whole lot of
gum, pamphelts and flyers.
"I had put in a lot of hard
work. I had my posters done
two weeks before elections and
I just waited for the SA rules,"
says Osmond. "I ended up giving out 1,200 pieces of gum, 600
pamphlets and I put 2,000
inserts in the Projector."
Osmond says she is excited
about teaming up with Scott
and Strome in the following
year.
"I'm really excited about the
executive that got into office. I
think we have a great team,"
says Osmond.
Both Osmond and Scott
shared a few platform values,
such as the issue of a better
teacher evaluation system.
Scott says he will be working
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Ian Scott wins Students' Association presidential race
on teacher evaluations next
year.
"I would like to see a more
effective teacher evaluation
program, kind of what the

University of Winnipeg does
with thier evaluations, where
every student evaluates the
teacher," says Scott.
Students who don't usually

attend alcohol related events
can look to Scott to provide
them with some alternative
programs.
"I want to start working on
some non-alcohol ever fs, to see
if it's something we can offer
starting in the fall," says Scott.
Osmond says she will be
working with Manitoba's two
universities to make sure students keep their discounted
Transit fares.
"If not enough students take
the bus, Transit might cut the
reduction, so we will work with
the University of Winnipeg and
the University of Manitoba to
keep the reduced fare for students," says Osmond.
Don't count on any substantial changes from the SA-elects
quite yet, they don't officially
start until July 1. Scott says the
new SA will spend the next two
months shadowing the current
SA to learn the ropes.
"I will just be orienting
myself with what the president
needs to be. I'll be spending
June with Geoff Gray trying to
get up to speed," says Scott.
With the new SA moving in,
that means the old will be moving out. Kevin Storey, vice
president of Student Affairs
says he will miss his work at
the SA.
"I'm going to miss the challenge, but I look forward to getting a job," says Storey.
Joking, he added, the SA
couldn't afford to keep him
around.
"I want to be rich one day and
the SA is not going to get me
there," says Storey.
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Bubble gum election
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More RRC students voted this year then last

By Kyla Duncan

A

fter vigorous campaigning from
Students' Association
hopefuls, 460 people voted in
the recent election. Only eight
per cent of the Red River
College's registered voters
turned out to vote, says Kevin
Storey, vice president of
Student Affairs.
Storey says voter turn-out
was better than previous elections the SA has held.
"It was a better turn-out

then last year. It was even a
better turn-out than the dental
referendum," says Storey.
Why the better turn-out?
Voters listed many reasons
but gum persuaded carpentry
student Gord Konkin to cast
his ballot.
"I voted because some girl
gave me double bubble gum
and said the polling station
was right over there," says
Konkin.
Brent Mundy, a first-year
Advertising Art student, says
he received gum, but didn't
vote because the candidate
gave him a piece of double

bubble.
"I voted because I think it's
important for all students to
exercise their democratic
rights," says Mundy.
Pasquale Greco, a first year
Creative Communications
student says the SA candidates didn't impress him.
"I didn't receive any information from any of the candidates. None of them even
approached me so I decided
to abstain. Posters and pictures don't do it for me," says
Greco.
Greco adds that bubble gum
would not get his vote.
"These are not high school
elections for crying out loud.
Red River students are not
children, we need substance
not sugar," says Greco.
Jo-Anne Jackson, a secondyear Business Administration
student says she was confident in the candidate she
voted for.
"I felt they had a better
platform than anyone else.
Besides, they need some
input from students.
Hopefully we'll get a good
student association for next
year," says Jackson.
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College goes ape over vandals
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Someone's monkeying with locker tags at RRC

Red
River
College administraCollege
tion tried to help students with new and improved
locker repair and distribution
systems, they didn't count on
their high-tech service solutions turning into a big, expensive mess.
Cam Asher, technical officer

with
RRC's
Facilities
Department, says vandals have
ripped off, stolen or damaged
between 60 and 70 newly purchased bar coded tags beyond
repair within the last month.
The metal tags are part of a
new campus wide system that
was intended to expediate
repairs, ensure students are
assigned lockers in close vicinity to their classrooms, and help
to eliminate the problem of
some students occupying more

than one locker for their own
geographic convenience, Asher
says.
The initial purchase of the
tags cost the college $3,600 and
another $4,600 was later spent
on installation, says Asher.
Now, with the unplanned costs
for neccesary repairs and
replacement tags, Asher says
additional costs could total
over $1,000. These costs were
unplanned, Asher says, and
may end up costing students
money.
Alison Northcott, a first- year
Creative Communications student has trouble understanding
the motives behind crimes like
these.
"It makes me kind of angry,"
says Northcott. "I just don't get
it. I mean, that's pretty immature. We're in college, and I
don't know why anyone
would do something so stupid,
because this is going to cost
them too, if they're students."
Asher says so far he is
unaware of any reports of suspicious activity relating to the
vandalism, and there are no
suspects.
Anyone who wanted to
damage the tags could, by
prying them off with a pocket
knife or other object, says
Asher. Asher suspects there is
more than one perpetrator
and there may have been witnesses who did not report the
vandalism to college security.

"I feel that the students are
making it very difficult for us
to assist them," says Asher.
With the new system, Asher
says students will receive a
map at registration providing
the locations and numbers of
available lockers. Phone calls
made to facilities by students
with repair requests or concerns about locker assignments would be made easy
with the bar codes, because
the numbers cross-reference
to a simple computer tracking
system, says Asher.
Asher says he hopes students will make a better effort
to report any tampering with
the bar codes they may witness, warning that someone
has to pay for the crimes.
"We want to ensure fairness, assigning lockers where
it's convenient. With this
going on, it's a cost that ends
up coming back to the student," says Asher.
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STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
TEACHING AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Do you have an instructor
who has gone above and
beyond the call of duty for you
or any of your classmates? If
so, your instructor may qualify
for the SA's annual Teaching
Award of Excellence.

The SA feels that this is not
enough. Any instructor who is
nominated by their students
should be eligible to receive
the award, and recognition
should not be limited to once
in their career at RRC.

As the role of student
advocate, I hear many
negative stories about instructors on campus.
Unfortunately, these are the
stories people remember, and
the positive things instructors
do tend to get taken for
granted or ignored.

Many instructors work hard
for the students year after
year with little recognition
apart from the occasional
student thanking them for
their help. The SA would like
to assist students publicly
thank these instructors for
their dedicated service to the
students.

Many instructors at RRC play
a large role in the success of
their students. Whether it's
the instructor staying after
class to give a little more help
to students or making classes
enjoyable for students to
attend, the SA would like to
help students recognize these
individuals.

Students are encouraged to
pick up a Teaching Award of
Excellence Nomination Form
at the SA office. All
instructors who have been
nominated by their class will
be eligible for the Teaching
Award of Excellence.
Nominations may be picked
up any time during office
hours at the SA office. The
deadline for submitting your
award nomination form is May
15th.

In the past, the Teaching
Award of Excellence has been
handed out to only one
instructor once a year. Not
only that, instructors may only
win the award once during
their time at RRC.

The Award will be presented
at the annual staff

o Y.

UPCOMiNg EVENTS

appreciation BBQ in June or,
at the class' request, the SA
will present the award to the
instructor in class.
All current instructor at RRC
are eligible for this award. In
the past, instructors were
only eligible to win this award
once. As the SA believes that
instructors should be
continually recognized for
quality work, those
instructors who have
previously received the award
will be eligible to receive the
award again.
Students may nominate as
many instructors as they feel
are worthy of this award. It
should be noted though that
nominations should be from a
class, not individual students.
Every student has their
favourite instructor, but an
instructor who reaches out to
an entire class is one who
truly stands out.
If you have any questions
regarding this award, please
call Kevin Storey, VP Student
Affairs at 632-2477 or email
kstorey@rrc.mb.ca.
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RRC students show skills
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Students compete head to head
By Sean Thiessen
tudents raced against the clock and each
other in the third annual Skills CanadaManitoba competition held at Red River
College April 13, 2000.
The students with top marks in the preemployment and apprentice programs were
eligible for the competition. Competitors were
given a set amount of time to complete tasks
that required both a physical display of their
abilities as well as written tests. Instructors and
industry officials then judged the results.
Over 300 students, from 26 schools throughout Manitoba competed. There were 42 events

S

that ranged from traditional skilled trade professions like electrical wiring and plumbing to
new ones such as Internet web page design.
Ernest Martens, a pre-employment student
at RRC, competed in the residential electrical
wiring contest.
Martens says he entered the competition to
test his skills against others of similar skill.
"I thought it would be a nice challenge to
compete against the tops of other classes. It
was easier than I imagined," says Martens.
Larry Schultz, coordinator for the Math and
Science Department, says the purpose of the
event is to get students interested in skilled
trades as a future profession.
"Basically the purpose of the competition is
to promote trades and technical training to
high school students. They get to practice their
skills, talk to people in the business and get to
see the stresses they will face in the work
force," says Schultz.
Schultz says another benefit of the competition is to attract students to continue their studies at RRC.
"We want to say you can take all this vocational training in high school but if you want to
make a career out of it you have to come here,"
says Schultz.
Schultz says to further this message an open
house was held that attracted an additional
1, 500 students.
"A lot of students come to cheer on the students from their schools, we usually get a bus
load from every school competing. A lot of the
students have heard about RRC but have never
seen it. It just blows them away," says Schultz.
RRC students captured a total of 21 medals
in the competition, including nine gold. The
gold medal winners in all events will represent
Manitoba at the sixth annual Canadian Skills
Competition in Quebec City, June 2-6, 2000.
Last year RRC students helped Manitoba to
capture 28 medals, winning nine, including
four gold.

HELP WANTED

The ideal Part-Time job for students with limited
time. Help a local children's charity reach their
financial goal. Get paid an average of $8.75 per
hour or more (*based on 35% commission).
Work evenings and weekends. Team Manager
positions also available. Call for appointment
956-2622.

Visit our site and link to a
large US job base free of
charge (under What's Hot).
Then check out SWAP USA
at your localTRAVEL ana

* 499 Portage Ave. 783-5353

Student Work Abroad Programme
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Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students.
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11th Annual
Cycle-A-Thon
Relay
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A Building gets lounge

Saturday June 10th
The Cycle-A-Thon Relay has raised some much needed funds and
public awareness for what the Firefighters Burn Fund is and does, over
the past ten years. The first year of the event the funds were used
to purchase a wheelchair.
Over the last ten years Cycle-A-Thon has raised over $140,000 for the
Burn Fund.The tangible result from these efforts has been the
purchase of a highly specialized pediatric burn crib ($40,700) for the
Firefighters Burn Fund Children's Burn Unit, for infants and children
suffering from burn unjuries.
Cycle-A-Thon is a grass roots event involving approximately
250 cyclists of all ability levels of riding bicycles approximately
100 km from Winnipeg to Gimili.
The riders involved collect tax deductible pledges for their efforts and
100% of monies collected through pledges is given directly to the
Firefighters Burn Fund.
For information contact Rod Inman, Chairperson
Cycle-A-Thon at 222-1623
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No more students lounging on the floor in A Building

By Sean Thiessen

S

tudents in A Building will
have a quiet place to kick
back and 'relax this fall
with the addition of a new
lounge says Ron Barnes, direc
tor of Facilities.
The lounge area will be created out of the space currently
sporting two poster-laden pillars just down the hall from the
Voyager Cafeteria. The plan
calls for the refurbishing of the
columns, carpeting the floor
and adding blinds if necessary.
Barnes says the $5,000 pricetag is for renovations only and
that any furnishings will have
to come from the Red River
College Students' Association.
Kevin Storey, SA vice-president of Student Affairs, says
that while he has not been formally approached by the
Facilities department for furniture, the SA has committed in
the past to providing seating in
an A Building student lounge.
"When we talked to students
in the past we've said the SA
would buy Futons if they had a

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

• Garden Gloves 99 6
• Work Gloves 1 49
• 25 ft Tape Measure $499
• 8inl

Magnetic Screwdriver $r

• Stapler $299
We accept
VISA

MEM

Ph. 632-2590
Fax 694-9746

Monday to Thursday: 8 am-6 pm, Fridays: 8 am-3:30 pm
DM 11-2055 Notre Dame Avenue • Winnipeg, MB R3H 0J9

student lounge area to put them
in," says Storey.
Barnes says the lounge was in
the original plans for A
Building, but was cancelled
after increased demands for
classrooms. While the lounge
was scrapped from the original
building plans the demand
remainsed
"Because there is no seating
in A Building you see students
sitting on the floor all the time,"
says Barnes.
Barnes says despite the need
for more student lounge areas,
balancing the college's size
with its other demands makes
establishing such areas difficult.
"There is no space in this
facility for lounge areas
between class requirements and
staff requirements," says
Barnes.
Jaipinder Jammu, a secondyear Mechanical Engineering
Technology student, says the
lounge is a good idea.
"It is a good idea because
there is no quiet place to study
in A or B Buildings after hours
or on the weekend," says
Jammu.
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PROFILE
Tim White and Trent Carr
Headstones coming to EEC May 5th
Bassist, guitarist talk to the Projector
By Brandon Boone
Where did the name Headstones
originate?
TIM: Hugh wanted to call the band
Tombstones, and Trent changed it to
Headstones. It's just the name of a
band as far as I'm concerned.

Was playing bass guitar your first
choice of musical instrument?
TIM: When I started off, my father
taught me piano when I was around
six, and then I got a bass for my 14th
birthday and I've played that ever
since.

As a band, what type of reputation
do you have?
TIM: I think our reputation is probably erroneous most of the time. Well,
we're a hard rock band, we're entertaining to see, but I think people
have a lot of misconceptions about
us. Like, we're just that, or we're only
a punk band, or only a rock band, or
something like that.
TRENT: I think our reputation is a little narrower that what we actually

other instances like that on this
album?
TRENT: That's the only one where it
was off the top of everyone's head.
Hugh has a giant bag of lyrics and he
kept pulling out lyrics for that song.
Usually, we'll structure songs and sit
down and work with them for a few
hours or five minutes, however long
it takes.

This album took a year and a half to
make; one of your longest. What

So you recorded the album in
Toronto and mixed it in Quebec?

are.

was the shortest album to make?

TRENT: Well, Paul has worked at "Le
Studio" in Morin Heights just north
of Montreal for like, 20 years.
TIM: He lives up there, obviously,
and actually we did some mixing at
his cottage which was really nice,
really picturesque.

When the Headstones come to town,
a lot of people say a lot of different
things. Is there one thing the
Headstones are all about?

TRENT: Probably the second record,
Picture of Health. Then we did Teeth
and Tissue in like two months, really
quickly, like really quickly.

What was it like playing with the
Tragically Hip and the Watchmen
for the millennium concert?

What type of artist or music influences you or the way you play?
TIM: Everything, not just music but

TRENT: I think what it is, is we prefer to play rooms that are a bit small.
er and sell them out.
TIM: Yeah, we like chaos.

Is a smaller venue more rewarding
in terms of the audience enjoying
themselves?
TIM: Sometimes. Nnean, there's
things to be said about both. Like, it's
nice to play in front of 13,000 people
or whatever, but you do experience a
disconnection at some point at that
level. Plus, The Walker probably
would've wanted way too much
insurance for us to play there.

According to your press release the
band has gone through, "births,
deaths, break-ups, arrests, and institutionalizations" since the last disc.
Would you like to elaborate?
TRENT: Well, I had some kids, Dale
had some kids, Dale's father died.
There's been people getting over
addictions from drugs and alcohol,
so that's growth.
TIM: Growth is disgusting.

TRENT: It's fun doing the editing,
but when you're shooting it's really
tedious standing around waiting for
the lighting guy, the focus guy, etc.
TIM: A whole lot of hurry up and
wait.

TRENT: Well, he mixed "Smile and
Wave," and we had a great time
working with him in those two
weeks that we mixed it. So we
thought it would be a cool experience
to work with him on a whole record.
So we asked him, got our schedules
all lined up, and boom.

TIM: Yeah, I took some lessons for a
bit, and played on my own for a
while. Then I went to Berkley College
of Music for like a semester, then
came back and just started playing
around on it. Which really is the best
way to learn, just to keep jamming
with people.

Why the Zoo? Why not The Walker
or Le Rendez-Vous or something
bigger, like The Winnipeg Arena?

Is making videos fun, or more like
work?

You chose Paul Northfield to produce the record. Why him?

Did you take any formal training or
just learn as you went?

books and movies.
TRENT: Like the movie Glengarry
Glen Ross. That's been our official
"bus movie" a few times.

light. And right when we were done,
all the power came back on. It was
weird.

photo: Angela Brown

TRENT: We're about just doing whatever you want, don't let anyone hold
you back.
TIM: I would say that's accurate.
That's pretty much the only rule we
have in the band: you absolutely
have to do whatever you like.

After Hugh's success, does anyone
else in the band want to do any acting?
TIM: We get asked that question all
the time, but it's always the same
answer. If something came along,
that we were into or thought was
good, or felt some kind of attachment
to, sure. Why not?

When writing songs, does everyone
contribute?
TIM: Yeah, particularly on this
album, everybody had input into a
lot of things. It was probably the
most collaborative experience out of
all the records. It's been getting more
and more that way, progressively.

The song "Nickles for your
Nightmares" is a bit of stream of
consciousness for Hugh. Are there

So this album gave you some freedom in terms of time?
TIM: Yeah, it was great, actually. It
was really nice to sit around and
think about stuff, like parts of songs.
It was a really enjoyable experience
making this record.

On your Web site you mentioned
that the girls in your video "Settle"
were nice. Could you expand on
that?
TIM: Yeah, it was weird because none
of them could speak English and
they were from all over various parts
of Mexico and South America, but
they were pretty agreeable.

While in Mexico shooting the video,
you went out for dinner and got
stuck in a lighting storm that
knocked out the power. How was
that?
TRENT: It was funny because we
went to escape the monotony of
being on a video shoot and go have a
nice dinner, and right when we
walked in, all the power got knocked
out. Pitch black, eating by candle-

TIM: It was great but we didn't really play with them. We were on a different stage. But we always like
associating with the Hip; they're fun
to be around.

Didn't you get some special backstage passes from Gordon Downie?
TRENT: They designed them like
hockey jerseys, since we were at the
ACC arena.
TIM: That's right, yeah. We each got
a different number, with our name on
it.
TRENT: It was just cool seeing little
touches like that, those little extra
efforts put in, making you feel like
you're part of this event.

What's the best thing about playing
in Winnipeg?
TRENT: The fact that we've known
people here for about seven years
now, and Winnipeg is probably the
first city where more than 40 people
showed up at a gig. So we have a lot
of affinity for Winnipeg.
TIM: We can always count on having
a great show here; we've never had a
bad show in Winnipeg.

Ameri
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Film's protagonist the personification of greed and superficiality
By Sean Thiessen

y

ou know what? I've never been to a cockfight. I've never actually been in an abandoned warehouse with my money on the line
watching two plucked roosters
armed with tiny knives fight each
other to the death.
I imagine it would be both alluring and disturbing to actually
watch such an event first hand.
Dozens of people crowded together
in darkness, their solitary focus
trained on the dimly lit arena,
cheering for, yet dreading, the
inevitably deadly outcome. Yet at
the same time both intrigued and
repulsed by the violence that precedes it.
While I'll have to wait to watch a
good cockfight, the experience has
been nicely simulated by Mary
Harron's big screen interpretation
of Bret Easton Ellis' 1991 novel

changeable seems to amplify any degree of setback
or challenge he encounters. Everything from losing
a lucrative account, the inability to get a table at a
trendy restaurant, or possessing a less refined business card seems to trigger something primal and

American Psycho.
Set in late '80s Manhattan, the
movie follows the brutal, muderous
exploits of Patrick Bateman (played by Christian
Bale of Little Women), the picture of 1987 corporate
conformity, greed and decadence.
Bateman
fits
in
perfectly with the Harvard-educated Wall Street
crowd he runs with. In fact, he fits in so well he is
forced to question his identity as superiors
frequently mistake him with co-workers.
Lacking a niche and being completely inter-

uncontrollable within Bateman.
Harron places the audience inside the head of
Bateman as he loses control of this illusionary life.
As Bateman himself says in the movie, "I think my
mask of sanity is about to slip."
The audience is held captive by Bateman's
thoughts as he slaughters co-workers, homeless
people, prostitutes, and ex-girlfriends, all the while
offering a running commentary on '80s adult con-

temporary music.
Even pets are not saved from the rampage that
features instruments ranging from common, edged
weapons like axes and knives to the more sophisticated, like chainsaws and handguns.
It's not enough that
Bateman kills. The actual murders are merely
the climax to his systematic demeaning and
torture of his victims,
making him feel powerful by making his victims feel weak.
Despite the increasing
boldness of his murders, despite repeated
implied and direct confessions, Bateman continues to flourish in the
society that drives him
to kill and then helps
him conceal it.
But does he really kill?
Harron treats the audience to an ambiguous
ending that leaves the
viewer wondering whether they're seeing the
running confession of a madman or the intellectual
fantasy of a scorned yuppie.
Featuring stinging social commentary, brutal violence, and a laugh or two in between, American
Psycho() is a good watch.
You won't get the true beauty of the chainsaw
scene without the theatre surround sound or the
gasp the audience adds.

RED RIVER COLLEGE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:

.NIEA110,111°NE,
FRIDAY MAY 5th, 2000
RRC SOUTH GYM - 8:0Opm-1:OOam
POLAR ICE®
VODKA

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE OX,(student store)

$12.00+GST - RRC STUDENTS & $14.00+GST FOR NON

CANADIAN
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Plug In Gallery exhibit questions, challenges
By Sirirat Kousonsavath
alking around Plug In Gallery's latest
exhibit, Garage Video, is like trespassing
through an abandoned house.
It's as though family treasures were unburied
from attics and brought out to air at the McDermot
Avenue gallery. The gallery features tools of mass
media that are meant to muse, ranging from puppets

Langlois, and Myles Langlois.
The exhibit is a commentary on themes of failure
in relation to social norms, unhidden truths, and
exposure in the media and entertainment.
The exhibit is divided into different sections as per
the artist's work. Yet they all tie in because the
mediums have an All the Family atmosphere. An

photo: Sirirat Kousonsavath

photo: Sirirat Kousonsavath

and crafts to videos and musical instruments.
Garage Video is a compilation of work by seven
Winnipeg artists: Michael Dumontier, Hollie Dzama,
Marcel Dzama, Neil Farber, Scott Hadaller, Drue

unpolished appearance to the whole exhibit provides a reaction against the overhyped,
overglorified world of pop stars and movie
celebrities.
Stepping through the gallery doors, viewers
immediately see a banjo and four guitars hanging on
a wall like sad escarpments of long-held
dreams that didn't work out.
Upon closer look, you see that the
instruments have been crudely pieced
together. One is bandaged with duct
tape, while others are held together with
scrap metal with paint chips.
The
artists'
anti-pop
sentiments are expressed through the
poorly conditioned guitars.
Three ghost costumes made from bed
sheets hang flat on a white wall. Placed
one after the other, they appear to be
waiting for a bus that never comes.
Another section is a living room with
too many pictures on the wall. Steve

Warn

The Job Centre
Emplogment Postings
are now on the net.

http://tlm.rrc.mb.ca/jobbankweb
User name: disted\student
Password: *******
(use the standard lab password)
Contact the:

Job Centre
Room: D104 Phone: 632-2128
for job search assistance.

Martin's smiling face is among the clutter of faces.
A television tube stands silent. Memories of
shows and moments in comedy and drama hang
without voices to tell their tales. The artists mimic
concerns about celebrities and the adoration of fans
for their TV heroes or anti-heroes.
A glass case is filled with poorly sewn puppets
resembling gingerbread folks. Laying lifelessly on
their backs, they are characters without emotion,
ambition, or interaction.
At the rear of the gallery, voices and laughter echo
from a video. Two viewers sit quietly and chuckle
every so often at the antics of the actors. There are
no glitz or special effects like Hollywood productions. The content is shown in its purest form,
unedited, and relies solely on the spontaneous interaction of the actors to entertain.
Hidden in the right-wing of the gallery is a room
full of home-crafted inventions. A record player
turned sand pile-maker works daintily to create circles of dirt.
The idea of entertainment as known to our society
as created by mass media is unconstructed in Garage

Video.
Check it out at the Plug In Gallery on 286
McDermot Avenue until April 29.

The Library
is now open
Sundays!
✓ Kids driving you
crazy?
✓ Roommates too
noisy?
✓ Need a place to
get some work
done?

Come to the
Library on
Sunday!
12 to 5 p.m.

liktrarif
www. rrc .mb ca / library
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Reviews
No Doubt
Return of Saturn

Therapy?
Suicide Pact

Oh, Gwen. I was just telling a friend of mine how I
couldn't wait any longer for a new No Doubt album.
Well, maybe I should go back to waiting. I was
expecting bouncy, ska-infused beats. What I got was
a watered down, pink-haired Britney Spears album.

This Irish band rips through songs like a strung-out
addict who got stood up in a darkened alley by his
dealer. Grating electric guitars and the most unharmonic vocals I've ever heard highlight "Hate Kill
Destroy." It felt like Satan was in my living room.
-Toby McCrae

-Brandon Boone

out of ten. Favourablo

y 4 out of
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3 Doors Down
The Better Life

Son of Dave
01

I loathe Creed. What I loathe even more is bands
that sound like them. 3 Doors Down is such a band.
Their first single, "Kryptonite" had promise; then
the CD went all Creed on me. B0000!

This groove rich album by the Crash Test Dummies'
Benjamin Darvill is a testament to his taste and talents. A swinging blues harp rides impressively over
rock-bottom funky beats, like a big old Chevy cruising down an open road. The only thing this CD lacks
is a major distributor. Pick it up if you can find it.

-Jeremy Brooks

-Ryan Kinrade

voura

out.fof;
Life Story.

Vertical Horizon
Everything You Want

A long highway drive at night usually lulls me to
sleep. But Black Rob's new CD Life Story, featuring
artists like Mase, Puff Daddy, and Lil' Kim, kept my
eyes open and my toes tapping the whole way
home. This is Black Rob's first release and thanks to
Puffy, it's not a bad effort.

Vertical Horizon's effort features catchy, Michael
Stipe-like vocals that are sure to yield a few radio
friendly singles. Some might even find fame on the
next teeny-bop movie soundtrack. A little too pop for
this banger.

-Rachel Lagace

Ratf
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-Jeremy Brooks

Rating 7
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Food Services

We offer®
Super Smokee
7" Hot Dog
Double Hot Dog
Potato Chips
Ice Cold Drink
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Coffee Brake • Mall Level - Corner Bldgs D & E
Java Junction • Mall Level Dining Area
Look for coupon offers at participating locations.
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By Ryan Kinrade

H

IIERTAINMENT
ITCH & tkffirikKeD

eavy Metal's most famous sell-outs, Metallica, are in
the process of suing Napster Inc. and three U.S. universities for copyright infringement. Apparently the
band is upset that their music is being freely distributed by
Internet pirates, robbing them of the income they need to keep
the prestigious title of "Most Grossly Overpaid Hard Rock
Act." Current second-place holders Aerosmith are rubbing
their hands together with glee.
Metallica drummer Lars Ulrich has stated "With each project, we go through a grueling creative process to achieve
music that we feel is representative of Metallica . . . We take
our craft very seriously, as do most artists. It is therefore sickening to know that our art is being traded like a commodity
rather than the art that it is."
Apparently Ulrich has been stoned or missing in action for
Metallica's last three releases, which are filled with regurgitations of previous material and cover tunes. "Hey, let's do Turn
the Page." Real grueling creative process there.
Metallica started pandering to mainstream consumers with
the release of The Black Album in 1991, and have been going
after the big money ever since. How can they blame people for
treating their "art" as a commodity when they were the ones
to start the ball rolling?
Do they plan to sue music stores when they fill their windows with displays for the next Metallica release (probably an
edgy reinterpretation of Partridge Family songs)?
Why haven't they sent their lawyers to investigate Power
97's mandatory Metallica segment, which exploits the band's
popularity for the purpose of increasing ratings?
I think Metallica should count their blessings. After all, they
are still selling millions of records, and no one seems to have
caught on to the fact that they are the biggest rip-off artists
around.
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By Tamara Bodi

T

he world's cyber index was upped an ante last week
with the advent of Ananova, the world's first virtual
newscaster.
That's right, a computerised image gives the news at
www.ananova.com. It took eight months for a computer geek
to invent "her," a gorgeous cyber woman in her late '20s.
She's got short, black, blue and green hair; large eyes; and
lots of mascara. Her Web site says she's programmed to have
a "pleasant, quietly intelligent manner ... capable of carrying
out thousands of tasks a second."
Sounds like the perfect housewife. For Little House on the

Prairie.
But wait. Ananova was invented by men, for men.
Check out the Web site and you'll see. It reads as if Mattel
is launching a cabbage patch doll for grown-ups complete
with Ananova's age, height, and quirks.
And don't forget, boys, she's "the perfect go-between for
man and machine . . . and just like a child, she is light-hearted, full of fun and curiosity."
Did someone say cyber porn?
Red River College has a two-year journalism course for
those of us who think a broadcasting career comes the oldfashioned way.
People like myself study, write endless articles, freelance,
and put our lives on hold for 10 months a year so one day we
can maybe sit in front of the camera and read the news.
Ananova, apparently, need only some pixels and an html.
And at the end of the night, a simple click will turn her off.
I wonder if her star will burn out as fast as the pixels her
creators used to invent her. But hell, for now, she's landed
herself a bang-up job.
In the dictionary, a nova is a star that suddenly increases its
light output and then fades into obscurity.
While it's true women have made a better world for themselves, sometimes I wonder if we're still light years away.

Pick up your copy

at:

Athlete's Wear
Canadian Tire
Chapters
Fort Whyte Centre
Gordo Ski & Bike
Gooch's
Humboldt's Legacy
Lifesport
McNally Robinson
North End Bicycle
Olympia Cycle & Ski
Portage Cycle & Sports
Sampson's
Woodcock's
RIRC - The Ox
U of M Book Store
U of W Info Booth
Manitoba Naturalists
Society
The York Shoppe Info Booth

(The Forks)

Everyone's sweet on

Available now
at all
Food Services
locations.
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PHOTO CONTEST FINALISTS
Congratulations to the four finalists who have qualified for the
grand prize, which will be announced at the end of May. We
were amazed at how many people submitted photos - it was
definitely a tough decision.

Please send us more of your photos!
You can enter different photos as many times as you like. Entries
can be dropped off at the Students' Association office in room
DM20. Write your name and phone number on each of your
entries and look for your photos in our next issue.

Good luck and keep'em coming!
photo by: Jennifer Rodrigue
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